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QUESTION 1

What is a consequence of choosing the Editable Layer Styles option when importing a layered Photoshop document? 

A. It interferes with the intersection of 3D layers. 

B. Vector masks are converted to After Effects masks. 

C. After Effects imports each clipping group as a precomposition. 

D. Photoshop layer groups are imported as individual compositions. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Click the Exhibit button. 

You are working in a composition that has the two layers shown in the exhibit. La yer 1 has a mask applied to it. You
wish to animate the position of Layer 2 using the mask path coordinates from Layer 1. What is the most efficient
process? 
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A. select Layer 2, then use the Parent drop-down menu option next to the layer in the timeline to set its parent layer to
Layer 1 

B. select Layer 1, open the Mask attributes in the timeline, select the Mask Path and go to Edit > Copy, then select
Layer 2 and go to Edit > Paste 

C. select Layer 1, open the Mask attributes in the timeline, select the Mask Path and go to Edit > Copy, then select
Layer 2, open the Transform attributes, select the Position property, and go to Edit > Paste 

D. open the Mask attributes for Layer 1 in the timeline, select Layer 2, open its Transform attributes, and set an
expression for the Position by pressing Option/ALT and clicking the stopwatch, then drag the pick whip icon onto the
Mask Path of Layer 1 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What are some of the benefits of using Color Management for your After Effects project? (Choose three.) 

A. You do not need to calibrate your computer monitor. 

B. You have more control over how colors are blended within your project. 

C. You have more control over color range using different gamma settings. 

D. The colors in imported images appear as the creators of the images intended. 

E. You always produce colors that are within the safe color range for PAL or NTSC. 

F. The movies that you create will look as you intend when viewed on devices other than your computer monitor. 

Correct Answer: BDF 

 

 

QUESTION 4

In order to navigate quickly, you want to set a representative frame that will be displayed as the thumbnail picture in the
Project panel. What should you do? 

A. go to Preferences > Display, and check Disable Thumbnails in Project Panel 

B. place the Current Time Indicat or on the desired frame, go to Composition > Pre -render 

C. place the Current Time Indicator on the desired frame and press on the Take Snapshot icon 

D. place the Current Time Indicator on the desired frame, go to Composition > Set Poster Time 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5
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To add a blank composition marker during a RAM preview or audio-only preview without interrupting playback, what
should you do? (Choose two.) 

A. deselect all layers before playback 

B. select the desired layer before playback 

C. press * on the numeric keypad during playback 

D. press Alt (Option) + * on the numeric keypad during playback 

Correct Answer: AC 
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